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Introduction. In an earlier article [9] the author developed at some length

the theory of certain mathematical objects which he called linear systems.

It is the purpose of the present paper to apply this theory to the study of

convex topological linear spaces. This application is based on the many-to-one

correspondence between convex topological linear spaces and linear systems

which may be set up by assigning to each such space X% the linear system X¿

where X is the abstract linear space underlying Xt and L is the set of all con-

tinuous linear functionals on X. First of all the nature of the family of all Xt's

belonging to a given Xl is studied and it is shown that it has a weakest and a

strongest member. The bulk of the paper is then devoted to correlating the

properties of a convex topological linear space with those of its linear system

and with the strength of its topology relative to that of the others with the

same linear system. A general survey of the contents of this paper will be

found in [lO].

1. Preliminary definitions and remarks. In-this section we recall briefly

some of the notions from the theory of topological linear spaces and from [9 ]

which we shall need in the sequel. By a topological linear space(2) we mean

a real linear space which is at the same time a Pi space in the sense of Alexan-

droff and Hopf [l ] and in which the topology is related to the algebra in such

a manner that the operations of addition and multiplication by reals are con-

tinuous in both variables together. By a convex topological linear space(2)

we mean a topological linear space in which every point has a complete sys-

tem of convex neighborhoods. By a linear functional on a linear space we mean

a function I defined from the space to the reals such that l(\x-\-py) =~Kl(x)

+pl(y) for all x and y in the space and all real numbers X and p. If X is a

linear space we denote by X* the linear space of all linear functionals on X.

By a linear system Xl we mean a linear space X together with a distinguished
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subspace £ of X*. If £ is total in the sense that l(x) =0 for all / in £ implies

that ac = 0 we say that Xl is regular. The linear system Lf where F is the sub-

set of £* consisting of those functionals defined by members of X is called

the conjugate of Xl and is denoted by X° or by £y. A subset A of Xl is said

to be bounded if for each countable sequence of elements of A, x\, xit • • • ,

and each / in £ the sequence of real numbers {l(xn)} is a bounded sequence.

If I is a member of X* such that {l(xn)} is a bounded sequence of real numbers

whenever {xn} is a bounded sequence of members of Xl then I is said to be

in'the bounded closure of £. If each such / is in £ then £ and Xl are said

be boundedly closed. If {¿„(ocm)} is bounded for », m = \, 2, • • • whenever

{/„} is a bounded subset of Lx and {xm} is a subset of A QX we say that A

is a uniformly bounded subset of Xl- If every bounded subset of Xl is uni-

formly bounded we say that Xl is uniform. If there exists a bounded subset

of Xl whose linear span is X we say that £ and Xl are relatively bounded.

If X is the union of countably many bounded subsets of Xl we say that £

and Xl are almost relatively bounded. Let X\, ¡c2, • • • be a sequence of mem-

bers of X. If there exists a member / of £* and a sequence 71, y2, • • • of posi-

tive real numbers converging to zero such that {(l(xn) —f(l))/yn} is bounded

for all I in £ we say that xn converges to/in the linear system Xl- If whenever

Xn converges to/ there exists x in X such that/(Z) =l(x) for all / in £ we say

that Xl is a complete linear system. A function N from a linear space X to

the non-negative reals such that N(x +y) ^ N(x) + N(y) and NÇKx) = | X | N(x)

for all x and y in X and all real numbers X is what we call a pseudo-norm.

If N(x) =0 implies that x = 0 we call N a norm. If TV is a pseudo-norm, the

pseudo-norm set of N is the set of all I in X* such that, for some positive real

number p depending on I, the inequality \l(x)\ —pN(x) holds for all x in X.

It is a trivial generalization of a theorem of Fichtenholz [5 ] that the pseudo-

norm set of Ni includes that of iV2 if and only if there exists a positive real

number u such that N2(x) =pNi(x) for all x in X. A linear system Xl is simple

if the bounded closure of £ is a pseudo-norm set or, equivalently, if there exists

a bounded subset of Xl whose linear span is the whole space. If A is a bounded

subset of the conjugate of the linear system Xl then l.u.b.igA|/(a:)| is a

pseudo-norm as a function of x. The linear span L, of the pseudo-norm sets

of all such pseudo-norms is the reach of £ and Xl, is the reach of Xl-

2. The convex topologies associated with a fixed linear system. Our the-

ory of the family of convex topologies associated with a fixed linear system

is based upon von Neumann's [12] observation that a convex topology may

be described by pseudo-norms. Let X be a convex topological linear space

and let 0' be any open set containing the origin. Then there exists a second

open set 0 which in addition to containing the origin and being contained in

0' is convex and such that —0 = 0. For each x in X let N(x) =l.u.b. |X| for

xfkQO. It is readily verified that N is a pseudo-norm and that 0 is the set

of all x'mX with N(x) <1. Furthermore N is continuous. In fact N is obvi-
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ously continuous at the origin and it follows from the inequality | M(x) — M(y) \

S M(x—y) that any pseudo-norm M is continuous if and only if it is continu-

ous at the origin. Thus the sets (all x with N(x) < 1) for the continuous pseudo-

norms N form a complete system of neighborhoods of the origin. The truth

of the following theorem is an immediate consequence.

Theorem 1. Let X be a linear space. Then two convex topologies in X are

identical if and only if the same pseudo-norms are continuous with respect to each.

According to Theorem 1 there is a natural one-to-one correspondence be-

tween the convex topologies in X and certain families of pseudo-norms. Theo-

rem 2 tells us just what these certain families are.

Theorem 2. A family 31 of pseudo-norms Na on a linear space X is the

family of all pseudo-norms continuouÈ with respect to some convex topology t in

X if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.

(a) // 7YiG9c and N2 is such that N2(x)SpNi(x) for all x in X and some
positive p independent of x then N2 is also in 31.

(b) // TVi and Nt are in 31 then Ni+N2 is in 9Î.
(c) // xÇ.X and x^O then there exists N in 31 with N(x) ¿¿0.

Proof. To prove the "only if part of the theorem we observe that if 3t

is the family of continuous pseudo-norms for a convex topology in X then

condition (c) follows from the fact that the sets (all x with N(x) <1) for the

7\7 in 31 form a complete system of neighborhoods of the origin and that con-

dition (b) is a consequence of the continuity of the sum of two continuous

functions. (It is clear of course that the sum of two pseudo-norms is always a

pseudo-norm.) Condition (a) follows from the fact that if TVi is a continuous

pseudo-norm and N2(x)SNi(x) for all * in X then the set where N2(x)<l

contains the open set on which Ni(x)<l. Turning to the converse suppose

that 5Í is a family of pseudo-norm sets satisfying (a), (b), and (c). Define a

set S in X to be open if and only if for each x in X there is an TV in 31' such

that N(x—y) <1 implies that y is in S. Then it may be verified without diffi-

culty that with these open sets X becomes a convex topological linear space.

Let TVi be any pseudo-norm continuous with respect to this topology. Then

the set where 7Vi(a:) < 1 is open. Hence there exists N2 in 31 such that 7V"2(*) < 1

implies that TVi(íc) <1. It follows easily that Ni(x) SN2(x) for all x in X and

hence by (a) that Ni(E.3l. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Let X be a convex topological linear space and let P be a pseudo-norm

set in X*. It follows from one of the remarks in the latter part of §1 that if

TYi and N2 are pseudo-norms having P as pseudo-norm set then there exist

positive constants X and p such that \Ni(x) SN2(x) SpNi(x) for all x in X.

Hence it is clear from the argument given in the proof of (a) of Theorem 2

that TVi and 7Y2 are either both continuous or both discontinuous. Accordingly

we make :
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Definition 1. If X is a convex topological linear space and P is a pseudo-

norm set in X*, one, and hence all, of whose generating pseudo-norms are con-

tinuous, we shall call P a continuity pseudo-norm set.

Theorem 1 now tells us that there is a natural one-to-one correspondence

between the convex topologies in a linear space X and certain families of

pseudo-norm sets and it is not difficult to deduce from Theorem 2 just what

these families are. In fact let 3 be such a family of continuity pseudo-norm

sets. It follows from (a) under Theorem 2 that: (a') If PiGS and P2 is a

pseudo-norm set with PiC.Pi then Pi(E.$. Furthermore it is proved in Theo-

rem VI1-5 of [9] that if Pi and P2 are pseudo-norm sets then Pi4P2 is a

pseudo-norm set. It follows from this together with (b) and (a') that: (b') If

Pi and P2 are in 3 then Pi4P2 is in 3i. Finally it is an easy consequence of

the Hahn-Banach extension theorem that the intersection of the null spaces

of the members of a pseudo-norm set is precisely the common null space of

its generating pseudo-norms. We thus see that a family of pseudo-norms has

property (c) if and only if the linear unions of their pseudo-norm sets is total.

Hence 3f has the property: (c') The linear union of the members of $ is a total

subspace of X*. It follows from what we have said and the theorem of [9]

to the effect that the intersection of two pseudo-norm sets is again a pseudo-

norm set that the set of all pseudo-norm sets in the X* of a linear space X

forms a lattice under partial ordering by inclusion. A subset 3 with proper-

ties (a') and (b') is what is called an ideal in lattice theory. Hence we make :

Definition 2. A family of pseudo-norm sets satisfying conditions (a'),

(b')> and (c') above will be called a total ideal of pseudo-norm sets.

We may now state :

Theorem 3. Let Xbea linear space. Then for each convex topology in X the

family of continuity pseudo-norm sets is a total ideal. Conversely, given a total

ideal 3 of pseudo-norm sets in X*, there is a unique convex topology in X the

continuity pseudo-norm sets of which are precisely the members of $.

Proof. The first part of this theorem has just been proved. The converse

is an easy consequence of Theorem 2 and now familiar arguments and will

be left to the reader.
If / is a linear functional on a convex topological linear space X it is clear

that l(x) is a continuous function of x if and only if this is the case for | l(x) |.

It is also clear that \l(x)\ as a function of x is a pseudo-norm. It follows at

once from Theorem 3 that the continuous linear functionals on X are pre-

cisely the members of the linear union £ of the continuity pseudo-norm sets

in X*. Since every one-dimensional subspace of £ is a continuity pseudo-norm

set (for the continuous pseudo-norm | l(x) | where / is a nonzero member of

the pseudo-norm set) it follows that every finite-dimensional subspace of £

is a continuity pseudo-norm set. Combining these observations with Theo-

rem 3 we conclude the truth of :
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Theorem 4. Let X be a convex topological linear space and let L be the set of

all continuous linear functionals defined on X. Then the linear system Xl is

regular, every continuity pseudo-norm set is contained in L and every finite-

dimensional subspace of L is a continuity pseudo-norm set. Conversely let Xl

be any regular linear system and let 3 be any ideal of pseudo-norm sets contained

in L which includes every finite-dimensional subspace of L. Then there is a unique

convex topology in X whose ideal of continuity pseudo-norm sets is 3- The con-

tinuous linear functionals on the resulting convex topological linear space are

precisely the members of L.

Definition 3. If X is a convex topological linear space and L is the set

of continuous linear functionals defined on X we shall call Xl the linear sys-

tem associated with or belonging to the convex topological linear space.

Definition 4. If XL is a linear system and 3 is a total ideal of pseudo-

norm sets such that (1) every finite-dimensional subspace of P is a member

of 3 and (2) every member of 3 is a subspace of L we shall say that 3 is an

ideal associated with or belonging to the system.

Since in general there are many ideals belonging to a given regular linear

system and always at least one (the ideal of all finite-dimensional subspaces

of /), Theorem 4 tells us that there is a natural many-to-one correspondence

between convex topological linear spaces and regular linear systems. Further-

more it tells us that there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the

ideals belonging to a regular linear system and the convex topological linear

spaces to which the system belongs.

It is clear that if two convex topologies are introduced into the same

linear space and if the ideal of continuity pseudo-norm sets of the first con-

tains that of the second then every open set of the first is an open set of the

second ; that is, the first topology is stronger than the second and the second

is weaker than the first. In particular it is clear that if XL is a regular linear

system then the convex topology associated with the ideal of all finite-dimen-

sional subspaces of L is weaker than any other convex topology associated

with Xl and that the ideal of all(3) pseudo-norm sets contained in L is asso-

ciated with a convex topology that is stronger than any other. Thus we may

state :

Theorem S. If X Lisa regular linear system, then among the convex topologies

associated with Xl there is both a weakest and a strongest.

This suggests the following definition.

Definition 5. A relatively weak (relatively strong) convex topological

linear space is a convex topological linear space which has a weaker (stronger)

topology than any other such space with the same linear system.

(3) That this is indeed an ideal follows at once from the fact noted above that the linear

union of two pseudo-norm sets is again a pseudo-norm set.
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It is clear that a normed linear space in its norm topology is relatively

strong and in its weak topology relatively weak. In case £ contains no infinite-

dimensional pseudo-norm sets, if for example £ is fcio-dimensional, then the

relatively weak and strong topologies for X associated with XL coincide. If

however there exists at least one infinite-dimensional pseudo-norm set in £

then there are infinitely many convex topologies associated with Xl which

are neither relatively weak nor relatively strong. In fact we may prove the

following theorem.

Theorem 6. If X is a non relatively weak convex topological linear space

then there exists a second non relatively weak convex topology in X which is prop-

erly weaker than the first and has the same linear system as the first.

Proof. Let Pi be an infinite-dimensional continuity pseudo-norm set for

the first topology. Let Xi be the intersection of the null spaces of the members

of Pi and let X2 be a complement of Xi (that is, a not necessarily closed sub-

space of X such that Xi+X2 = X and Xir\X2 = 0). Then Pi as on Xt is total

and hence a norm set. Choose a subspace of Xi closed with respect to the

norms defining Pi and having an infinite-dimensional quotient space. That

this can always be done follows, for example, from the argument given on

page 174 of [9]. Let P2 be the set of all members of Pi which vanish on this

subspace. Then P2 is an infinite-dimensional pseudo-norm set whose defi-

ciency in Pi is infinite. Finally consider the set 3? of all pseudo-norm sets

contained in pseudo-norm sets of the form P24-P where P is a finite-dimen-

sional subspace of £. It is clear that 3 is an ideal associated with Xl and that

it does not contain Pi but does contain infinite-dimensional pseudo-norm

sets. Thus it defines a convex topology with the desired properties.

3. Boundedness and continuity of transformations. Kolmogoroff [8] calls

a subset A of a topological linear space bounded if whenever oci, Xi, • • • is a

sequence of members of A and 71, y2, • • • a sequence of real numbers con-

verging to zero then 7„a:„ converges to zero with respect to the topology. On

the other hand von Neumann [12] calls such a subset A bounded if and

only if for every neighborhood of the origin 0 in the space there exists a real

number u such that AQuO. Since Hyers [6] has proved the equivalence of

these definitions we may speak without ambiguity of the bounded subsets

of a topological linear space. We now prove a theorem making connections

with the theory of linear systems.

Theorem 7(4). Let X be a convex topological linear space and let Xl be its

linear system. Then a subset A of X is bounded if and only if it is bounded

as a subset of the linear system XL; that is, if and only if, for each I in L,

\.u.b.x&A\l(x)\ <oo.

Proof. The "only if half of the theorem is obvious. Suppose conversely

(«) Cf. Smulian [14, Hilfsatz 1].
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that l.u.b.xg^l l(x) | < oo for all I in P. Let 0 be any neighborhood of the origin

in X. Let TV be a pseudo-norm such that if N(x) < 1 then x(£0. Now a fortiori

l.u.b.tgA] l(x) | < »o for all / in the pseudo-norm set of N. If we observe that TV

is a norm on a complement of its null space it is easy to see that Théorème 6

on page 80 of [2] applies so that we may conclude the existence of a positive

constant p such that N(x) <p for all x in A. Ik follows that A Ç^pO. Thus A

is bounded.

It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 7 that two convex topologies

in X generate the same bounded sets if and only if their families of continu-

ous linear functionals have identical bounded closures. Thus it is clear that

not only are there in general many convex topologies with the same continu-

ous linear functionals but also many convex topologies with different con-

tinuous linear functionals and the same bounded sets. Examining this

situation a little more closely we can gain a certain amount of insight into

a problem discussed by Wehausen [18]; namely, that of the relationship

between continuous linear transformations and additive transformations

which take bounded sets into bounded sets. We begin by proving a lemma

showing that we need only deal with linear transformations.

Lemma. // T is an additive transformation from one topological linear space

Xi into another X2 which takes bounded sets into bounded sets then T is linear.

Proof. Let x be an arbitrary nonzero member of X. If r is a rational num-

ber it follows from the additivity of T that T(rx) =rT(x). Let X be any non-

rational real number and let ru r2, • • • be a sequence of rational numbers

converging to X. For each w = l, 2, • • • let sn be a rational number such

that |X - rn\ SsnS2\\-rn\. Then T(\x) - \T(x) = (TÇKx) - T(rnx))

+ (rnT(x) -\T(x)) =sn(T(((\-rn)/sn)x)) + (rn-\)T(x). Now {((X-rn)/sB)*}

is clearly a bounded sequence of members of Xu By hypothesis then

{r(((X — r„)/sn)x)} is a bounded sequence of members of Xl- Hence since

sn converges to zero s„T(((K — rn)/sn)x) must converge to zero in the topology

of X2. Since finite sets are bounded (rn—\)T(x) also converges to zero. Thus

TQoc) =\T(x) and the lemma is proved.

Let X he a linear space and let 3 be any ideal of pseudo-norm sets in

X* total or not. Let M be the intersection of the null spaces of these pseudo-

norm sets. It is clear that the natural isomorphism between (X/M)* and the

linear subspace M' of members of X* vanishing on M carries each pseudo-

norm set whose members vanish throughout M into a pseudo-norm set in

(X/M)* and carries 3 into a total ideal in (X/M)*. Hence it follows from

Theorem 4 that there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the

(not necessarily total) ideals of pseudo-norm sets in X* and the convex topo-

logical linear spaces defined on the quotient spaces X/M.

Now let T be any linear transformation from X onto a convex topological

linear space Y. If M is the null space of T then T sets up an isomorphism
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between X/ M and Fas linear spaces. Hence in an obvious and trivial manner

a convex topology may be introduced into X/M in such a way that T sets

up an isomorphism between Y and X/M as topological linear spaces. Thus

if we define two linear transformations to be equivalent whenever there is

an isomorphism (as topological linear spaces) U between their range spaces

such that U(Ti(x)) = Ti(x) for all x in X, then each linear transformation T

from X onto another convex topological linear space is equivalent to the natu-

ral transformation of X onto one of its quotient spaces where this quotient

space has been endowed with a suitable convex topology.

Combining the observations of the last two paragraphs we see that there

is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the classes of equivalent

transformations of X onto topological linear spaces and the ideals of pseudo-

norm sets in X*. In other words, we can survey all possible types of linear

transformations from one convex topological linear space into another by

considering the ordered pairs of ideals of pseudo-norm sets, the first of which

is total, in the X*'s of the various dimensional X's. Because of the order pre-

serving nature of the correspondence between ideals and convex topologies

it is clear that such a transformation is continuous if and only if the second

ideal is a subset of the first and, because of Theorem 7, that such a trans-

formation is bounded if and only if the bounded closure of the linear union

of the members of the second ideal is a subset of that of the first.

It is at once clear that any continuous linear transformation carries

bounded sets into bounded sets and exactly when and why the converse

is not true. In fact from our point of view the converse can fail to be true in

two different ways. Let X be a convex topological linear space, let Xl be

the associated linear system, and let 3 be the ideal of continuity pseudo-

norm sets. Let 3i be any ideal of pseudo-norm sets in X* and let £i be the

linear union of its members. If £ is not boundedly closed then 3i may be

chosen so that while the bounded closure of £i is contained in that of £ it is

not true that £i is contained in £ and hence not true that 3iÇ3f2. In other

words, the corresponding linear transformations will carry bounded sets into

bounded sets but be discontinuous. Even if £ is boundedly closed, if 3 fails

to contain some pseudo-norm set contained in £ then by choosing 3fi as the

set of all pseudo-norm sets contained in £ we again get a pair of ideals cor-

responding to a class of discontinuous transformations carrying bounded sets

into bounded sets. On the other hand these are the only things that can hap-

pen. Suppose that X is relatively strong and that Xl is boundedly closed.

If 3i corresponds to a class of transformations which carry bounded

sets into bounded sets so that the bounded closure of £i is contained in that

of £ then, since £ is boundedly closed, £iÇZ£. Hence every member of 3i is

a subspace of £ and, since X is relatively strong, is in 3f- Thus Si corresponds

to a class of continuous transformations. This paragraph may be summarized

by the following theorem.
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Theorem 8. Let X be a convex topological linear space. Then the following

two statements about X are equivalent.

(a) Every additive ( linear) transformation from X into another convex topo-

logical linear space which takes bounded sets into bounded sets is continuous.

(b) X is relatively strong and has a boundedly closed linear system.

Another obvious consequence of the preceding considerations generalizes

Wehausen's Theorem 18.

Theorem 9. If Xi and X2 are relatively weak convex topological linear spaces

with boundedly closed linear systems then any additive (linear) transformation

from Xi into X2 which takes bounded sets into bounded sets is continuous.

4. Metrizability. In this section we study conditions on the linear system

and relative strength of a convex topological linear space under which it is

metrizable as a topological space. We begin by observing that the proof of

Theorem VII-6 on page 199 of [9] also yields a proof of the following lemma.

Lemma. Let Xbea linear space and let Pi, P2, ■ • • be an arbitrary sequence

of pseudo-norm sets in X*. Then if P is a pseudo-norm set contained in

Pi+Pí+ • • •   there exists w = l, 2, • • •   such that PQPi+P2+ ■ • • +P„.

As an easy consequence of this we may prove :

Theorem 10. Let X be a convex topological linear space and let Xl be its

linear system. Then X is metrizable if and only if it is relatively strong and L is

the union of an ascending countable sequence of pseudo-norm sets.

Proof. Suppose that X is metrizable. Then there exists a countable com-

plete system of neighborhoods of the origin and hence a countable sequence

Ni, N2, • ■ • of continuous pseudo-norms such that every other continuous

pseudo-norm is bounded by one of them. Clearly we may choose.these so that

their pseudo-norm sets form an ascending sequence, PiÇ^P2Ç^ ■ • • . Since

every continuity pseudo-norm set is contained in one of the P, it follows that

L = Pi-]rP2-\- ■ ■ ■ . Our lemma now implies that every pseudo-norm set con-

tained in L is contained in some P< and hence is a continuity pseudo-norm

set. In other words, X is relatively strong. Conversely let X be relatively

strong and let L be the union of an ascending countable sequence of pseudo-

norm sets, PiÇP2ÇI • • • . For each Pi let 7V¿ be an associated pseudo-norm.

If 0 is any open set containing the origin and TV is a continuous pseudo-norm

such that N(x) < 1 implies that x is in 0 it follows upon applying the lemma

to the pseudo-norm set of TV that, for some re = l, 2, • • • and some p>0,

N(x) SpNn(x) for all x in X so that the set where Nn(x) <l/uis included in 0.

Thus the open sets defined by the inequalities Nt(x) <l/j for ¿, j = 1, 2, • • •

form a complete system of neighborhoods of the origin. It follows at once

from the Birkhoff-Kakutani group metrizability criterion that X is metriza-
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ble. As a matter of fact, as the reader may show directly without difficulty,

p(x, y)=,E¿-iNn(x-y)/2n(l+Nn(x-y)) is a metric.

Since the linear union of countably many pseudo-norm sets is always

boundedly closed [9, Theorem V-13] we may state the following corollary.

Corollary. The linear system of a metrizable convex topological linear space

is always boundedly closed.

Theorem 10 tells us that there is a natural one-to-one correspondence be-

tween the metrizable convex topologies in a linear space X and the total sub-

spaces of X* which are the unions of ascending sequences of pseudo-norm

sets. It follows from the lemma at the beginning of this section that such a

union is a norm set if and only if all of the terms past a certain one are identi-

cal. Thus the metrizable but non-normable convex topologies correspond to

the strk ' increasing sequences. It follows from the general theory of pseudo-

norm sets as developed in [9 ] that such sequences exist in great variety when-

ever X is infinite-dimensional.

An interesting special case occurs when all the pseudo-norm sets are finite-

dimensional. In this case £ is not more than No-dimensional and the space

itself is relatively weak as well as relatively strong. Conversely if Xl is an

arbitrary regular linear system in which £ is not more than No-dimensional, it

follows from the fact that an infinite-dimensional pseudo-norm set must be

at least C-dimensional [9, Theorem I-l] that the only pseudo-norm sets in

£ are finite-dimensional and that £ is the union of a countable ascending se-

quence of them. Thus there is a unique convex topology associated with Xl

and it is metrizable. The most familiar example of such a space is Banach's

[2, p. 10] space (s) consisting of all sequences of real numbers where

00

p(xi, Xi, • ■ • ; ji, yi, • • • ) •» EI *» - V* I /^"(i + I *n - Vn I ).
71-1

It is readily verified that the topology defined by this metric is the unique

convex topology whose continuous linear f unctionals are the finite linear com-

binations of the functionals/,- where, for each i = 1,2, • • • ,/i(;ci,a:2, ■ • •)=*,•.

We show now that the space (s) is a universal space of this character.

Theorem 11. A relatively weak convex topological linear space is metrizable

if and only if it is isomorphic (as a topological linear space) to a subspace of the

space (s) of Banach. It is normable if and only if it is finite-dimensional.

Proof. The "if parts of both statements are obvious. The "only if" part

of the second statement is an immediate consequence of the fact that a

strictly ascending sequence of pseudo-norm sets never has a norm set for its

sum. To prove the "only if part of the first statement let Xl be the linear

system of a metrizable relatively weak convex topological linear space. Then

£ is No-dimensional and admits a Hamel basis h, h, • • • . For each x in X
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let F(x) =h(x), l2(x), • • • . Then P sets up a one-to-one linear map of X into

part of (s) in such a way that h(x) =fi(F(x)) for all x in X. Thus since the to-

pology of X is defined by the /,- and that of (s) by the/,- it is easily seen that P

is a homeomorphism. This completes the proof of the theorem.

We close this section with an example of a metrizable non-normable topo-

logical linear space of interest in function theory. Let R be a bounded open

set in the complex z-plane. Let g be the linear space of all single-valued func-

tions defined and analytic throughout P. We introduce a topology in g as

follows. For each w = 1, 2, ■ • • let C„ be the set of all points in R whose dis-

tance from the boundary of R is at least 1/re. Then Cn is a closed subset of P.

Let 7V„(/)=l.u.b.rgc„|/(z)| for each/in g and each re = l, 2, • • ■ . Clearly Nn

is not only a pseudo-norm but, forre large enough so that C„ is not empty, also a

norm. Let P„ be the norm set associated with 2V„. Let L = Pi-f-P2-|- • • • and

introduce in g the relatively strong convex topology associated with %L- It

follows easily from well known theorems in function theory that uniform

boundedness on £7„ does not imply uniform boundedness on Cn+u Accordingly

it is clear that the sequence of pseudo-norm sets Pi, P2, • • • is strictly ascend-

ing so that the topology we obtain is metrizable but not normable. It is readily

verified that convergence in this topology is equivalent to uniform conver-

gence on every closed subset of R.

5. Completeness. A topological linear space, being a topological group,

has a natural uniform structure. (See Weil [19] for a discussion of this notion.)

Hence one may speak of its 101311/bounded subsets, its Cauchy directed sys-

tems of elements, and of whether or not it is complete. Completeness with

respect to general Cauchy directed systems turns out to be rather rare and

various authors have introduced several weaker notions which we shall now

formulate.

Definition 6. A topological linear space is Ck complete if it is complete

as a uniform structure with respect to the convergence of directed systems.

It is C% complete if every closed and bounded subset is & complete. It is C2

complete if every closed and totally bounded subset is d complete. It is Ci

complete if it is complete as a uniform structure with respect to the conver-

gence of sequences. It is T2 complete if every closed and totally bounded sub-

set is bicompact. It is Pi complete if every closed and totally bounded subset

is sequentially compact.

Completeness in topological linear spaces was apparently first discussed

by von Neumann [12] who introduced what we have called Ci and Pi com-

pleteness. Ci completeness was introduced by G. Birkhoff [4], C3 complete-

ness by Taylor [15, 16], and C2 completeness by Smulian [14]. It is readily

verified that for ¿ = 2, 3, or 4, d completeness implies C,_i completeness and

that T2 completeness implies C2 completeness. That C2 completeness implies

T2 completeness follows from the generalization to uniform structures of the

well known theorem that a complete totally bounded metric space is bicom-
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pact [19, Théorème 7] or from a trivial modification of G. Birkhoff's [4] proof

that Ct completeness implies P2 completeness. Finally von Neumann [12]

has proved that Pi completeness implies G completeness. The relationship

between the various notions of completeness may thus be represented sche-

matically as follows:

Ci-^C3-^C2 = 72-* Ti-> G.

In discussing completeness in convex spaces our principal tool will be a

sort of partial completion, the elements of which depend only upon the linear

system of the space in question. Let Xl be an arbitrary regular linear system

and in the usual manner regard X as a subspace of £*. Consider the family SI

of all subsets A of £ which are uniformly bounded as members of the con-

jugate system Lx. hetX~~Q.Xhe the set of all/in £* for which l.u.b.jg^|/(Z)|

<oo for all A in H. Next let N be any pseudo-norm defined in X whose

pseudo-norm set is contained in £. Following the procedure familiar for norms

we define N(l)=l.u.b.tf(x->-i\l(x)\ for each I in £. Finally we define N~(f)

= l.u.b.JV()),i|/(/)| for all/in X~.

Lemma 1. N~(f) is finite for all f in X~ and is a pseudo-norm as a function

off. Furthermore N(x) = N~(x) for all x in X. Finally if Ni(x) =5 N2(x) for all x

in X then Nr(f) á N2(f) for all) in X~.

Proof. Let B be any bounded subset of Xl- Then in particular 1(B) is a

bounded set of real numbers for each / in the pseudo-norm set Pjv of N. Hence

N(B) is a bounded set of real numbers(6). But \l(x)\ g¡N(l)N(x) for all / in

Pn and all x in X. Thus l.u.b.sgs, at(|)=i, \l(x)\ < °° so that the set of all /

with N(l) = 1 is uniformly bounded. Hence N~ is finite on X". That N~ is a

pseudo-norm follows from the easily proved general theorem that the su-

premum of any pointwise bounded family of pseudo-norms is again a pseudo-

norm. That N(x) = N~(x) for x in X follows readily from its well known truth

in the case where N is a norm. Finally the fast statement is an obvious conse-

quence of the definitions concerned.

Now let I be any convex topology associated with Xl and let 23? be the

class of all pseudo-norms M defined on X~ such that, for some continuous

pseudo-norm N defined on X, M(f) —N~(f) for all/ in X~.

Lemma 2. There is a' unique convex topology t~ in X~ whose continuous

pseudo-norms are precisely the members of SO?. This topology coincides on X

with t. If h and t2 are two convex topologies associated with Xl and h is stronger

than t2 then tr is stronger than t2.

Proof. If iVi and N2 are pseudo-norms on X continuous with respect to t

then Ni + N2 is again such and by the preceding lemma (Ni + N2)~(f)

^max(Arr(/), Ni~(f)) for all/in X. If/^0 choose l in£with/(¿) ^0 and a con-

(6) Cf. proof of Theorem 7.
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tinuous pseudo-norm N containing I in its pseudo-norm set. Then N-(J) ¢O. 
It follows from these remarks and the mode of definition of IDl that IDl satis-
fies the conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 2. The truth of the first state-
ment of this lemma now follows from Theorem 2. The truth of the second 
statement follows at once from Theorem 1 and the truth of the third follows 
from the fact (obvious from the proof of Theorem 1) that one convex topology 
is stronger than another if and only if it has more continuous pseudo-norms. 

LEMMA 3. With respect to the topology t- every bounded Cauchy directed sys-
tem {Xa} in X has a limit in X-. . 

Proof. Let I be an arbitrary member of L. Since I is continuous and linear 
it is readily verified that {l(xa)} is a Cauchy directed system of real numbers 
and hence has a limitf(l). The number f(l) as a function of I is clearly a mem-
ber of L*. Let A be any uniformly bounded subset of Lx. Then 

l.u.b.zEA IZ(xa ) 1 = c < 00. 
a 

Hence If(l) 1 ~.c for all I in A. ThusfEX-. To show that xa~f it is manifestly 
sufficient to show that for each continuous pseudo-norm N on X we have 
N-(xa-j) tending to zero. GivenE>O, choose'Ysothat if a>'Yand~>'Ythen 
N-(xa-x,,) <E/2. Choose anya >'Y. Since for each I in L we have 1 I (Xa) -f(l) 1 
=lim"IZ(xa ) -l(x,,) 1 and for each (3 we have Il(xa ) -l(x,,) 1 ~N(l)N(xa-x,,) it 
follows that Il(xa ) - f(l) 1 ~ N(l)( E/2) ~ E/2 if N(l) ~ 1. Thus since N-(xa - j) 
=l.u.b.N (I)_111(xa)-f(I)1 it follows that N-(Xa-f)~E/2<E. Thus N-(xa-j) 
~O and the lemma is proved. 

As a first consequence of these considerations we prove the following theo-
rem. 

THEOREM 12. If i is 1, 2, or 3 and X is a C. complete convex topological 
linear space then under any "relatively stronger" convex topology X is again C. 
complete. 

Proof. We shall consider only the case i = 2. The other cases are similar 
and slightly easier. Let tl be the weaker and t2 the stronger of the two topolo-
gies. Let XL be their common linear system and let X- be the subspace of L * 
introduced above. Extend tl and t2 to topologies tl and t2" defined in X- as 
described in Lemma 2. Let {Xa} be a directed system of elements of X, 
Cauchy and totally bounded with respect to t2. By Lemma 3 the system {Xa} 
has a limitf in X- with respect to ~-. Since, by Lemma 2, t2" is stronger than 
tl it follows that f is also a limit of {Xa} with respect to tl. Hence {Xa} is 
Cauchy with respect to t1. Furthermore since tl is weaker than ~, {Xa} is 
totally bounded with respect to tl. But X is C2 complete in the tl topology. 
Since limits of directed systems are unique it follows that f is in X. Thus 
X is C2 complete in the t2 topology and the theorem is proved. 

Similar considerations give us the following theorem. 
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Theorem 13. If X is a convex topological linear space which is G complete

(and hence if X is complete in any sense) then the linear system Xl associated

with X is a complete linear system.

Proof. Let Xi, x2, • • • be any sequence of elements of x which converges

as a sequence of elements of the linear system Xl to a member/of £*. Then by

the definition of convergence there exists a sequence 71, 7s, • • • of real num-

bers, converging to zero, such that {(l(xn) —f(l))/yn} is bounded for each / in £.

It follows in particular that l(xn)—>f(l) for each I and that {l(xn—xn)/(yn+ym)}

is bounded in m and « for each /. Let h, Z2, • • • be any uniformly bounded

sequence of elements of Lx. Then |h(xn)\ up for all k = l, 2, • • • and

« = 1, 2, • • • so that |/(/*)| UP for all k — \, 2, • • • where p. is some suitable

positive real number. Hence / is a member of X~. Let N be any continuous

pseudo-norm   defined   on   X.  Then   N~(xn — f) = l.u.b.s(i)-i\l(xn) — f(l)\

= I.U.b.iT(f,_llimm^0| l(Xn—Xm) I =l.U.b.Ar(J)-lHmm.„(7B47m)^((*;n—*m)/(7n47m)).

But since the set of all / with N(l) = 1 is uniformly bounded and the set of

all {(xn—xm)/(yn+ym)} for n, m = l, 2, • • • is bounded it follows that there

exists a constant p>0 with \l((xn—xm)/(y„+ym))\ ¿p. Thus N-(xn—f)

= l.u.b.mi)-i Hm supm,»(7»47'»»)Má7n/«. Hence N~(xn—f)-*0. It follows then

from the connection between the N~'s and the topology of X~ that xn—*f. But

since X is G complete,/is in X. Thus Xl is a complete linear system.

We do not know whether or not it is true that every complete linear sys-

tem is associated with a, in some sense complete, convex topological linear

space. We do have, however, the following theorem.

Theorem 14. If Xl is a complete linear system such that X is a boundedly

closed subspace of L* then every convex topology associated with Xl is G, G, G,

Pi, and Ti complete.

Proof. By Theorem VI-4of [9], Xl is uniform. Hence since X is boundedly

closed as a subspace of £* it follows that X~ = X. The truth of the theorem

now follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that G completeness implies all the

other kinds under consideration.

That d completeness cannot be included may be seen from the following

theorem which is a trivial generalization of related theorems of G. Birkhoff

[4, page 49] and Taylor [16, Theorem 4.9].

Theorem 15. If X is a relatively weak G complete convex topological linear

space then the linear system Xl associated with X is of the form Y*, that is,

X = L*.

Proof. Let / be any member of £*. For each finite-dimensional subspace

M of £ let xm be a member of X such that x as a member of £* coincides on

J17 with /. This is possible since X as on M, being total, is the whole of M*.

If we partially order the finite subspaces of £ by inclusion {xm} becomes a

directed system. Using the fact that the topology of X is relatively weak it is
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easy to show that {xM} converges to/. Since X is C4 complete, / must be in X

and the theorem follows.

The question arises as to whether or not Theorem 14 has a converse;

that is, as to whether or not the linear system of a relatively weak convex

topological linear space which is Cs complete necessarily has a boundedly

closed conjugate. We do not know the answer to this question. We note, how-

ever, in view of an obvious converse of Theorem 15 that an affirmative an-

swer would imply that a linear space X is always a boundedly closed subspace

of X** and hence, by virtue of Theorem IV-12 of [9], answer a measure theo-

retic question raised by Ulam [17]. Furthermore we do have the following

theorem.

Theorem 16. If Xl is the linear system of a T2 complete relatively weak con-

vex topological linear space and if Xl is relatively bounded then X¿ is boundedly

closed.

Proof. By Theorem 13, Xl is a complete linear system. Hence, since Xl is

relatively bounded, it follows from the corollary to Theorem VI-4 of [9] that

Xl is simple. Thus by Theorem V-17 of [9] the bounded closure L of L

is a norm set. Let TVi be a generating norm. For each x in X let N(x)

= l.u.b.írl(í)_i| l(x) |. Then N(x) SNi(x) so that the norm set of TV is contained

in L. On the other hand, this norm set contains P. Hence L is also the norm set

of N. Let K be the set of all x in X for which N(x) = 1. An element x of X is

in K if and only if | l(x) \ S1 for all lin L such that N(l) = 1. Hence K is an

intersection of sets closed in the topology of X and is consequently itself closed

in this topology. Obviously K is bounded. But it has been shown by Smulian

[14, Hilfsatz 2] and essentially by Taylor [16, Theorem 4.3] that in a rela-

tively weak convex topological linear space boundedness and total bounded-

ness are equivalent. Thus K is totally bounded. Since K is closed and totally

bounded and X is P2 complete it follows that K is bicompact. Thus by Theo-

rem VII-4 of [9] P-j- is a norm set. Since K-\- =X and norm sets are bound-

edly closed the theorem is proved.

Theorems 14 and 16 tell us that the relatively weak convex topological

linear space associated with a regular relatively bounded linear system Xl

is d (T2, C2) complete if and only if Xl is complete and has a boundedly

closed conjugate. We characterize such linear systems now in terms of the

notion of an almost complete normed linear space [9, p. 196].

Theorem 17. Let XL be a regular linear system. Then Xl is relatively

bounded, complete, and such that X¿ ¿5 boundedly closed if and only if X° is the

linear system of an almost complete normed linear space.

Proof. If XL is relatively bounded and complete it follows from Theo-

rems VI-4 and VI-2 of [9] that XL and X% are simple and uniform. Since

Xl is boundedly closed and simple it is in the linear system of a normed
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linear space [9, Theorem V-17]. Since it is uniform the normed linear space is

almost complete. Conversely,if Xl is the linear system of an almost complete

normed linear space then it follows immediately that X° is boundedly closed

and relatively bounded. Hence Xl is relatively bounded. It remains to show

that XL is complete. But since Xl is uniform and boundedly closed X~ = X.

Hence, by Lemma 3, every convex topological linear space associated with

Xl is G complete. Thus, by Theorem 13, Xl is a complete linear system.

As is pointed out on page 195 of [9 ], if XL is the linear system of a normed

linear space then the uniformly bounded subsets of XL are precisely the norm

bounded subsets of £. Thus if the normed linear space is almost complete

(that is, if Xl is uniform) then it is reflexive if and only if XL is boundedly

closed. Hence since a reflexive space is always complete it follows that a

normed linear space is reflexive if and only if its linear system is complete

and has a boundedly closed conjugate. Thus we obtain from the foregoing

another proof of the well known theorem :

Theorem 18. For a normed linear space X the following are equivalent:

(a) X is reflexive, (b) X is G complete in its weak topology, (c) X is P2 complete

in its weak topology.

6. Category. Wehausen [18, Theorems 15 and 16] has shown that a com-

plete topological linear space need not be of the second category by proving

that an infinite-dimensional normed linear space in its weak topology is neces-

sarily of the first category. In this section we give two necessary conditions

that a convex topological linear space be of the second category, each of which

implies Wehausen's result. The first of these is essentially due (in another

formulation) to Sirvint [13].

Theorem 19. If X is a convex topological linear space of the second category

then it is relatively strong and its linear system Xl is uniform.

Proof. Let {/„} be any bounded subset of Lx- For each x in X let

N(x) =l.u.b. | la(x) |. Then N is a pseudo-norm and the set K of all x with

N(x) g 1 is an intersection of closed sets and hence closed. Since KKJ2K

U3PW • • • =X and X is of the second category it follows that some nK

has an interior point. Hence K has an interior point x. Thus there exists a

continuous pseudo-norm Ni such that if N(y) <1 then x+y is in P; that is,

N(x+y) SI. It follows easily that there exists a positive real number u such

that N(x)^pNi(x) for all x in X. Hence, by Theorem 2, N is continuous.

Since any pseudo-norm whose pseudo-norm set is in £ can be generated in

this way it follows that X is relatively strong. To prove the uniformity of Xl

let xi, x2, • ■ ■ and h, l2, ■ ■ • be bounded subsets of Xl and Lx respectively.

By the argument just presented l.u.b.»=i,2,... |/,(ac)| is a continuous pseudo-

norm. Hence l.u.b.,.i,j,... | h(x¡) | is bounded with respect to j; that is,

l.U.b.,,j_i,2l... | h(xj) I < oo. Thus Xl is uniform and the theorem is proved.
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If L is not "too large" a subspace of X* we can conclude considerably

more.

Theorem 20. // X is a convex topological linear space of the second category

and its linear system Xl is almost relatively bounded then X is normable as an

almost complete normed linear space.

Proof. Since Xl is almost relatively bounded we have X = B^S-JB2U • • •

where each P< is bounded. By a theorem of von Neumann [12, Theorem 11 ]

the closure of each P, is bounded. Since X is of the second category at least

one Bi has an interior point. Since X is convex P< contains a convex open set.

Thus X contains a bounded convex open set and hence by a well known

theorem of Kolmogoroff [8] is normable. That the resulting normed linear

space is almost complete follows from the uniformity part of the conclusion

of Theorem 19.

7. The lattice of closed subspaces. It is an easy consequence of the Hahn-

Banach extension theorem that the closed subspaces of the convex topological

linear space are the intersections of null spaces of continuous linear func-

tionals. Thus the closed subspaces of X are precisely the closed subspaces

of the linear system Xl [9, chap. III]. It follows immediately that all of

the convex topological linear spaces associated with Xl have mutually iso-

morphic lattices of closed subspaces. Thus the theorem of [ll] to the effect

that a normed linear space is determined to within isomorphism by its lattice

of closed subspaces does not extend to general convex topological linear

spaces. On the other hand, since it is true that a linear system is determined

to within isomorphism by its lattice of closed subspaces [9, Theorem III-3],

we may state the following theorem.

Theorem 21. If X and Y are relatively strong (relatively weak) convex topo-

logical linear spaces then they are isomorphic (that is, homeomorphic and alge-

braically isomorphic under the same mapping) if and only if their lattices of

closed subspaces are isomorphic as abstract lattices.

8. The ring of continuous linear transformations. Let X be a convex topo-

logical linear space and let T be a linear transformation of X into itself. It

is easy to see that T is continuous if and only if for each continuous pseudo-

norm N on X the pseudo-norm N(T(x)) is also continuous. Furthermore as

may be verified without difficulty the pseudo-norm set of N(T(x)) is the set

of all functionals/ of the form f(x) =l(T(x)) where I is in the pseudo-norm

set of TV. In other words, P is continuous if and only if whenever M is a con-

tinuity pseudo-norm set then T*(M) is also. It follows that every continuous

T is a homomorphism [9, page 160] of the linear system XL into itself and

that the converse is true if and only if the continuity pseudo-norm sets are

collectively invariant under the conjugates of homomorphisms of Xl into

itself. This last condition will certainly hold if the continuity pseudo-norm
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sets are all pseudo-norm sets in £ or all finite-dimensional pseudo-norm sets

in £ but, as one may show by examples, will not hold in general. One may

show moreover that whenever the ring of continuous linear transformations

is not equal to the ring of homomorphisms of the linear system it is not

isomorphic to it. The situation for rings is then a little different than that for

lattices. Some but not all of the different convex topological linear spaces

associated with a given linear system will be mutually isomorphic. However,

as in the lattice case, we may conclude that while the isomorphism theorem

for normed linear spaces does not extend to general convex topological linear

spaces we do have the following theorem.

Theorem 22. If X and Y are relatively strong (relatively weak) convex topo-

logical linear spaces then they are isomorphic if and only if their rings of continu-

ous linear transformations are isomorphic as abstract rings.
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